The recently measured inclusive semileptonic D (s) decays are sensitive probes of Weak Annihilation. Both the total widths and the lepton energy spectral moments can be studied theoretically using the heavy quark expansion. The consistency and behavior of the perturbative series has recently been analyzed in several quark mass schemes. The analysis of Cleo data shows no clear evidence of Weak Annihilation, and allows to put bounds on its relevance in charmless B semileptonic decays.
Introduction
The value of |V ub | preferred by current global analyses of CKM data is about 15% smaller than the one extracted from inclusive charmless semileptonic B decays [1] . Though not very significant, the discrepancy has prompted a reexamination of the sources of theoretical uncertainty in the inclusive determination [2] . Weak Annihilation (WA) contributions are generally considered an important source of uncertainty in the Operator Product Expansion (OPE) that describes the inclusive B decays [3] , and affect especially the high q 2 and lepton endpoint analyses. They appear in the OPE as 1/m 3 b corrections involving the matrix elements of dimension-6 four-quark operators, and affect both the total B → X u ν decay rate and the charged lepton energy spectrum [4, 5] .
It was noted in refs. [6, 7, 8] that the WA matrix elements that enter B → X u ν decay can be constrained via the semileptonic decays of D and D s mesons, using heavy quark symmetry. Several authors have attempted to extract information on WA contributions from the measured total semileptonic rates of D 0,± and D s , most recently in [9, 10, 11] . For instance, one may attribute the observed differences in D ±,0 and D s semileptonic widths [12] Γ(D + → Xe + ν)/Γ(D 0 → Xe + ν) = 0.985 (28) , Γ(D
828 (57) (1.1) to the valence spectator quark WA contributions in D s decays, since they are Cabibbo suppressed in the D ± case and completely absent in D 0 decays [10] . However, additional contributions to this difference arise from SU(3) breaking in the matrix elements of all dimension 5 and 6 operators, that contribute significantly to the total rates [6] . Furthermore, such analysis leaves the non-valence WA contributions unconstrained. For these to be extracted, a reliable computation of the total semileptonic widths is needed. Since the charm mass is not particularly large compared with nonperturbative QCD scales, such computation suffers from both large perturbative and 1/m n c corrections, limiting the precision with which WA can be studied in this way [11] .
A complementary strategy is to consider also the moments of the lepton energy spectra in the OPE and compare them with recent experimental results from Cleo [12] . Not only are the moments free of the strong dependence on the charm quark mass and its associated uncertainty, but their perturbative and non-perturbative corrections tend to cancel as well. Moreover, since WA is expected to dominate the spectrum endpoint, leptonic moments might be more sensitive to WA contributions than the total rate 1 . A study of moments in D semileptonic decays is also instrumental for a critical reassessment of the OPE in charm decays many years after [15] , in view of the recent experimental results and of the successful application to B semileptonic decays.
Experimental data
Recently the Cleo Collaboration has measured the electron spectra of inclusive semileptonic D ±,0 and also D s decays with a lower cut on the electron momentum in the lab frame of p e > 0.2 GeV [12] . They extract the total decay rates by extrapolating the spectra over the remaining phasespace, using a theoretically modeled sum over known exclusive modes. Unfortunately, they do not provide higher leptonic energy moments.
In [14] the moments without cuts have been extracted by first extrapolating the measured spectra towards p e = 0 using OPE inspired extrapolation formulae and then boosting the results from the laboratory to the D rest-frame. Within the stated uncertainties there is no sign of a difference between the moments of D s and D 0,± . This is at odds with what one would naively expect from what is observed in the rates [12] . However, as mentioned in the Introduction, the concurring contribution of SU(3) violation in the matrix elements of higher dimensional operators might provide a partial explanation. In order to reliably extract possible WA contributions from the measured total semileptonic rates of D and D s mesons [12] , one would therefore need to estimate the size of SU(3) violation in all these matrix elements. In the case of normalized moments, on the other hand, some of the leading power corrections cancel out and one might be more directly sensitive to WA contributions.
Inclusive semileptonic charm decays in the OPE
The perturbative corrections to the total rate as well as moments of some kinematic distributions in semileptonic b decays are now known through O(α 2 s ) [16] . In the case of semileptonic charm decays, however, only the O(α s ) [17] and O(β 0 α 2 s ) corrections are readily available using [18] . For what concerns the power corrections, explicit expressions for the leptonic spectrum at O(1/m 2 c ) can be found in the last paper of [3] , while the O(1/m 3 c ) contributions have recently been computed [14] from the form factors given in [19] . All present analyses neglect O(1/m 4 c ) corrections [20] and O(α s /m 2 c ) corrections, for which only the µ 2 π contribution to the semileptonic rate is known.
The total moments from the lepton energy spectra can be calculated in terms of x ≡ 2E e /m c , where E e is the electron energy in the D meson inertial frame. In [14] only the total leptonic moments, without lower cuts on the lepton energy have been considered. At present level of precision, the lepton mass can be safely neglected. Then, total semileptonic rate and higher unnormalized leptonic energy moments are defined as
are the D meson matrix elements of the dimension 5 and 6 local operators appearing in the OPE. In addition, there are also Cabibbo suppressed contributions, which can be included in the analysis by using Eq. (3.1) in the limit r → 0 and by replacing V cs with V cd and similarly B WA . They contribute to the total rate at the level of 5%, but their effect is highly suppressed in the normalized moments, with the possible exception of WA contributions.
The WA contributions to to the n-moment appear at the order 1/m 3 c and the B (n)
WA can be identified with the matrix elements of the dimension-6 four quark operators
where Q and q are the heavy and light quark flavor indices respectively, entering charm meson decay rates D coefficient in the width is comparable to that of other power corrections [14] .
Neglecting small Cabibbo suppressed and isospin-violating effects, the WA contributions to the decays of charmed mesons involving different spectator quarks can be described in terms of just two distinct contributions, which can be identified with the valence and non-valence WA terms involving the s quark. The first one, B cs WA (D s ), only contributes to the D s decays, while the second one, B cs WA (D), contributes equally to D + and D 0 decays. In the flavor SU(3) limit, the two contributions correspond to the sum of isotriplet (∆B c WA ) and isosinglet (B c WA ), and to the isosinglet contribution, respectively.
As it was recognized long ago [4] , WA is localized at the endpoint of the lepton energy spectrum, and can be approximately expressed by a delta function at the partonic endpoint. In this case, one would expect B WA differently and cannot be predicted, although one expects a small perturbative tail to emerge away from the endpoint. Clearly, smearing towards smaller E e tends to suppress the WA contributions to higher lepton energy moments, in which case one expects B WA , a number of smearing distributions have been considered [14] . In general the dilution is a moderate O(20%) effect. However, distributions characterized by a longer tail would lead to a stronger dilution, which may also be enhanced in the normalized moments.
Results and Discussion
Before attempting to extract WA from the measured semileptonic rates and spectra, one needs to check whether the OPE at O(1/m 3 c ) describes the experimental data in a satisfactory way. In particular, the perturbative corrections encoded in f (n) 1,2 depend on the choice of scheme for m c (and the OPE parameters). The perturbation series for the total rate is ill-behaved when the rate is expressed in terms of the charm quark pole or MS mass [11] . The bad behavior of these perturbation series arises from a poor choice for the heavy quark mass. A better behaved series is obtained by using a threshold mass scheme, like the kinetic [22] , the PS [23] , or the 1S [24] mass schemes, see [2] for a review. It was first noted in [25] that the perturbation series for the total rate in the 1S scheme for m c is reasonably well-behaved. On the other hand, well behaved perturbative series in PS or kinetic mass schemes are only recovered for factorization scales considerably lower than the charm quark mass.
The dominant parametric uncertainty to the rate comes from extracting the charm quark mass from other physical quantities, such as moments of B decay spectra. Since the charm quark mass is an intermediate quantity which is not required for analysis of WA, it has been proposed in [11] to minimize this source of theoretical uncertainty by bypassing any choice of charm mass scheme, and instead directly relate the semileptonic D decay widths to the values of m b and ∆ = m b − m c extracted from a global fit to B decay spectra.
A determination of both valence and non-valence WA from the D semileptonic widths using m b and ∆ in 1S scheme [11] translates into ∆B c WA = −0.0015(9) GeV 3 for the valence and B c WA = 0.0036(5) GeV 3 for the isosinglet contribution. If one instead uses the kinetic scheme for the charm mass and the OPE parameters as extracted from the global fit to B decay spectra and translated to a lower kinetic scale µ kin = 0.5 GeV, one obtains from the rates at µ WA = 0.8 GeV:
∆B c WA = −0.0014(12) GeV 3 and B c WA = −0.001(3) GeV 3 [14] . The two estimates for the valence contribution are perfectly compatible with each other. On the other hand, the non-valence contribution estimates differ significantly both in their central values as well as in their error estimates. The difference is presumably due to various sources: i) the charm mass and OPE parameters in the two analyses, although both taken from the global B decay fits, are translated to the charm sector differently, which may lead to sizable differences in charm but not in bottom decays; ii) in [14] , additional uncertainty due to possible SU(3) violation is attributed to the OPE parameters thus inflating the final error estimates on WA iii) the method of [11] implies the use of α s (m b ), and might underestimate the perturbative corrections. The discrepancy between the two determinations provides indeed additional motivation for using the moments to constrain WA as they are less sensitive to power and perturbative corrections.
The lepton moments indeed receive smaller perturbative corrections than the total rate, while they are more sensitive to WA and the Darwin term [14] . As for the m c dependence, since E n scales like m n c , the lowest moments are less sensitive to the value of the charm mass than the width, which is proportional to m 5 c . Working in the kinetic scheme, the dominant source of parametric uncertainty in the first and the second leptonic energy moment is by far ρ 3 D . Varying all the input parameters within conservative ranges and comparing the theoretical predictions for both the rates and the first two moments with experimental values, the values of B (0,1,2)s WA have been extracted in [14] . At the estimated theoretical precision, all the extracted WA contributions are consistent with zero. The obvious implication is that the OPE describes all the data reasonably well. Compatible results have been obtained with kinetic scales between µ kin = 0.5 − 0.8 GeV and also using the 1S scheme for the charm mass. Although the apparent convergence of the perturbative expansion for the rate and variance changes, the estimates and errors of the WA contributions are very similar.
As already mentioned in the previous Section, WA are expected to be concentrated at the end-point, in which case one can combine the D 0,+ results to obtain the isosinglet B WA , but the errors are too large to draw a conclusion concerning WA dilution. Alternatively, the correlation between ρ 3 D and WA can be studied by considering ρ 3 D a free parameter in the fit [14] . In this way, the dominant source of uncertainty in the moments is removed. From the variance, first and second moments one obtains very similar constraints linking ρ 3 D and B
(i)s
WA . This may be viewed as a mild indication that there is no significant WA dilution, or possibly that the dilution is similar in the three cases. Indeed, assuming vanishing WA at µ WA = 0.8GeV all the moments can be reproduced by ρ 3 D (0.5GeV) = 0.05(1)GeV 3 . In order to connect to B → X u ν we refer to the WA matrix elements determined in charm decays as B c WA and consider their relation to those relevant in B semileptonic decays, B b WA , taking into account eq. (3.2). In the heavy quark limit, f P ∼ m −1/2 P
[27] so that B P,i scale as constants with heavy quark mass, but recent lattice results give f D ≈ 0.21 GeV, f B ≈ 0.20 GeV [28] . Neglecting any evolution of the WA operators one obtains
The parametric enhancement due to meson masses and decay constants is a significant factor of 2.5. Due to finite heavy quark masses, one might also expect additional power corrections, which spoil the exact scaling of B WA between the D and B sectors. From eqs. (4.1,4.2) one obtains a bound again at µ WA = 0.8GeV. The bounds lead to a maximum 2% WA correction to the total rate of B → X u ν. In turn, this translates into an uncertainty of 1% on |V ub | extracted from the total rate and from the most inclusive experimental analyses, like those that involve a lower cut on the invariant hadronic mass. This bound on the WA expectation value improves on previous estimates. In [26] , for instance, the maximum value allowed for B b WA (µ WA = 1GeV) was as high as 0.020GeV 3 , or B b WA (µ WA = 0.8GeV) = 0.018GeV 3 .
Summary
Recent analyses [11, 14] have demonstrated that the heavy quark expansion can be employed to describe inclusive semileptonic D decays and to constrain WA effects in the extraction of |V ub |. In addition to the total widths, the Cleo data on the lepton energy spectra have been used to compute the first few moments [14] . The latter are quite sensitive probes of possible WA contributions, both in its isosinglet and isotriplet components, and determine very precisely a linear combination of the expectation values of the Darwin and WA operators.The extraction of WA from the moments depends to the way WA is distributed in the lepton energy spectrum and the effect needs to be taken into account in the error estimates.
The analysis of Cleo data shows no clear evidence for WA, i.e. the OPE describes well the experimental results even in the absence of WA. An upper limit on both valence and non-valence WA components can be derived, which allows to put a bound of 2% on their relevance in the B → X u ν decay rate and even less for the isotriplet component.
